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  More information.Usability and interface. How does the program look like? How does it work? How can I integrate it with an
existing infrastructure? How to get started? What is the difference between v1 and v2? Are the screenshots really that outdated?
C5 Protect/Agent [@c5protect] is the commercial version of the software and is licensed as a commercial product, [@c5protect-

website] or a . It has been in use since 2009 by many antivirus and security software companies and by many governmental
organizations. Clarity Intelligence [@clarity-agent] [@clarity-homepage] is a commercial subscription-based agent and is

licensed as a . The agent is a , and is available through the website [@clarity-agent-website]. It has been in use since 2013 by the
US Department of State. ClearingHouse [@clearinghouse-agent] is a commercial subscription-based agent and is licensed as a .

The agent is a , and is available through the website [@clearinghouse-agent-website]. It has been in use since 2015 by the US
State Department. Covalent [@covalent-agent] is a commercial subscription-based agent and is licensed as a . The agent is a ,

and is available through the website [@covalent-agent-website]. It has been in use since 2017 by the US Army. eLVM [@elvma-
agent] is a commercial subscription-based agent and is licensed as a . The agent is a , and is available through the

website [@elvma-agent-website]. It has been in use since 2018 by the US Department of State. GPGPU [@gpgpu-agent] is a
commercial subscription-based agent and is licensed as a . The agent is a , and is available through the website [@gpgpu-agent-
website]. It has been in use since 2018 by the US Department of State. Harbor [@harbor-agent] is a commercial subscription-
based agent and is licensed as a . The agent is a , and is available through the website [@harbor-agent-website]. It has been in

use since 2018 by 82157476af
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